State & Local
IMPAC
Policies and Procedures

Who to Contact?
STATE IMPAC and INTERBOARD SOLICITATIONS
Jelisaveta Gavric
Email: jelisavetag@car.org
(916) 492-5200
Fax: (916) 444-1794
Contact for all questions regarding: State IMPAC Guidelines, Procedures and Forms,
including Interboard Solicitation Issues

LOCAL IMPAC
Rick Laezman
Email: richardl@car.org
(213) 739-8273
Fax: (213) 739-7273
Contact for all questions regarding: Local IMPAC Guidelines, Procedures and Forms

ACCOUNTING
Allan Atienza
Email: allana@car.org
(213) 739-8254
Fax: (213) 739-7273
Contact for all questions regarding: Local Account Balances, Status of State and Local IMPAC Checks, LCRC/IMPAC Exchange Program

For all IMPAC forms and resources online,
please see:
http://www.car.org/governmentaffairs/pacs/
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Local Association balances are available on the web at www.car.org/governmentaffairs/pacs Please scroll down the page and click on the link for “PAC Board Balances.”
Users must have a log-in identification number and a password.
Local Associations may also contact Allan Atienza in C.A.R.’s Accounting Department at (213) 739-8254 or email allana@car.org for balances.

Local IMPAC
What is Local IMPAC?
Local IMPAC is an issues political action fund maintained by C.A.R. for a local Association.

Why are requests submitted to C.A.R.?
Political expenditures are heavily regulated by state and federal laws which expose violators to severe
civil and criminal penalties. C.A.R. manages the political accounts to assure that all expenditures comply
with legal restrictions and are properly reported according to law.

How are requests submitted?
Requests for reimbursement of a Local IMPAC expenditure and requests for preparation of a check
drawn from a Local IMPAC account are submitted on the simple, one page Local IMPAC Request Form
available at http://www.car.org/governmentaffairs/pacs/LocalIMPACRequestFrm/ .
Additional supporting paperwork is also required, as indicated on the form. All paperwork must be
submitted to C.A.R. via the basecamp project management platform. C.A.R. will provide you with
access to basecamp. If you have not already set up your access to the C.A.R. account on basecamp,
please contact Rick Laezman at (213) 739-8273 or richardl@car.org .

Why might a local IMPAC request be rejected?
Local IMPAC requests can be rejected for three reasons:
1. The funding request does not meet IMPAC guidelines.
2. The request is submitted too late to meet state reporting timelines.
3. The request violates local, state or federal law.

What can IMPAC funds pay for?
Local IMPAC funds MAY be used for a wide variety of issue advocacy purposes:

Ballot Measure Campaigns - REALTOR® Issue Mobilization Campaigns

Dues and Contributions to Coalitions - Receptions/Events/Conferences

Local Advocacy and Policy Education

Policy Research and Consulting Services

Travel, Meals and Receptions Associated with Lobbying an Issue

Local IMPAC MAY NOT be used:




to benefit candidates for office
for activities which impose a lobbyist registration burden on C.A.R.
for routine business expenses of a local Association.

May we use Local IMPAC to pay for C.A.R. Legislative Day or NAR Hill
Visits?
Yes, these events are considered "issues advocacy" and are appropriate expenditures for
your Local IMPAC account.

Are there any limitations on using Local IMPAC for Legislative Day or Hill
Visits?
Generally, Local IMPAC may be used to pay for expenses related to the one day of Legislative Day and
the two days for the Hills Visits. This includes travel, one night's hotel stay (Leg Day) or two/three nights
hotel stay (Hill visits), and other incidentals, such as meals and taxi fare.
May we use Local IMPAC to send our Directors to Leg Day or Hill Visits?
Yes, you may use your Local IMPAC to send your Directors to Leg Day or Hill Visits, and the
expenses should be limited to the one or two days, as outlined above.
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May we use Local IMPAC to send a non-Director to the CAR BOD
meetings?
Yes, but only one time. Attending the BOD meetings for a non-Director is considered "issues
advocacy education." Therefore, Local IMPAC may be used to pay to send a non-Director to a
BOD session, either in conjunction with Legislative Day or at another session during the year,
but only one time. If the non-Director wishes to attend another BOD session after the initial
session, then the expenses should be covered by the same funds that would normally cover your
Directors' expenses.

May we use Local IMPAC to pay for a Government Affairs Director
(GAD)?
Yes, but only if the GAD is hired on a contract basis. Local IMPAC may not be used to pay
for general operating expenses, such as salary. If a GAD is hired as a contractor, that is
considered a lobbying expense, which may be covered by Local IMPAC funds. If a GAD is a staff
employee, the compensation is salary and may not be expensed to Local IMPAC. However, travel
and other incidentals may be expensed to Local IMPAC.

May we use Local IMPAC funds to buy tickets to a charitable fundraiser
favored by our local elected officials?
Only if the charity also engages in issues advocacy. Otherwise, only your incidental expenses-travel, tips, valet parking, etc.--may be expensed to your local IMPAC. Ticket purchases may not
be expensed to your local IMPAC account.

May my local Association use local IMPAC to pay for a media campaign,
and if so, what does this include?
Yes, local IMPAC may be used for a media campaign to support local issues advocacy. This
includes direct mail pieces to property owners or voters, newspaper advertisements and radio ads.

Is there any special language that we must include in our media
material?
Any media advertising for issues advocacy should clearly state that the source of funding is the
California Association of REALTORS® Issues Mobilization Political Action Committee. This
language is required during a ballot measure campaign. It is not required, but is suggested, for all
other issues advocacy.

Are there requirements for the size or location of the disclosure?
A: No, the disclosure can be in a small font located at the bottom of your mailer, as long as it is
clearly visible and legible. You may use abbreviations to economize space.

Why do we have to disclose C.A.R. IMPAC as the funding source when
our local Association is the one paying for the ad?
Your Association’s Local IMPAC dollars are deposited into, and withdrawn from, a statewide
political action committee (PAC) that is controlled by C.A.R.

If we disclose C.A.R. IMPAC as the funding source, our opponents
might use that against us in the campaign. Is there any way we can
avoid the disclosure?
In local ballot campaigns, the disclosure is mandatory. However, if you donate your local IMPAC
money to another PAC instead, any media that it prints will disclose that PAC as the source of
funding.
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State IMPAC
IMPAC Mission Statement
The mission of the Trustees is to advance the Association’s mission and legislative objectives by managing and administering funds to support advocacy, legislative and public educational efforts at the
federal, state and local levels that have an impact on real property in California. IMPAC is a policy review and work committee. The Trustees report to the Executive Committee and Board of Directors for
information only, and are authorized to make funding decisions without Director approval. (July 1994)

What is State IMPAC?
State IMPAC is an issues political action fund maintained by C.A.R. and distributed at the discretion of
the IMPAC Trustees.

What can IMPAC funds pay for?
State IMPAC funds are used to advance the REALTOR® public policy agenda on a statewide level in
the same way Local IMPAC funds are used locally. State IMPAC can also assist Local Boards and Associations to advance the REALTOR® public policy agenda at the local or regional level, when local
and national resources have been exhausted. State IMPAC has three programs that can be applied
for:
State IMPAC Campaign Application:
•Ballot Measure Campaigns – direct contributions to statewide or local ballot measures that affect
REALTORS®, home ownership, private property rights or other relevant issues.
State IMPAC Program Application:
• Dues and Contributions to Coalitions and Individual Interest Groups working on statewide issues.
• REALTOR® participation in policy oriented Receptions/Events/Conferences.
• Policy Education, Outreach, and Advocacy Programs for targeted objectives.
• Policy Research and Consulting Services.
State IMPAC GAD Start-Up Grant Application:
 One-time grants of up to $7,500 to reimburse Local Boards and Associations for Government Affairs
Director start-up costs. These funds are for one-time only purchases of equipment and supplies
such as computers, desks, phones or tablets to help support the creation of a new position. If equipment is to be used by a GAD who is an independent contractor, the local Association must take
steps to ensure that the equipment is used by the GAD only for duties performed to support the Association and not any other clients that the GAD may serve through another contract. The Grant
may also be used for GAD recruiting costs.
All applications are subject to the review and approval of the State IMPAC Trustees.
************
State IMPAC CANNOT be used to benefit candidates for office and or for GAD salaries.
************


Who can apply for State IMPAC funds?
• Interest Groups or Coalitions pursuing policy issues of statewide significance to REALTORS®.
 Local Associations who face an issue campaign or project which is beyond the financial means of the
Local IMPAC or which is of statewide significance to REALTORS®.

How are requests submitted?
Forms are available at www.car.org. Local Boards and Associations are strongly encouraged to submit Interboard Authorization Request forms along with their State IMPAC requests. The State IMPAC
Trustees suggest that Local Boards and Associations also apply for NAR Issues Mobilization Committee funding. More information about NAR IMC is available at www.realtoractioncenter.org
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State IMPAC
Request Evaluation Criteria
IMPAC Mission Statement
The mission of the Trustees is to advance the Association’s mission and legislative objectives by
managing and administering funds to support advocacy, legislative and public educational efforts at
the federal, state and local levels that have an impact on real property in California.
The IMPAC Trustees evaluate all state IMPAC Requests on the following criteria.

A.

Statewide Significance:
What is the appropriateness of the request when evaluated against the mission of IMPAC,
which, according to the bylaws is to support "campaigns or issues that may have statewide
significance"?

B.

REALTOR® Commitment to Campaign or Activity:
What is the extent to which local REALTORS® have demonstrated a commitment (either
through financial support or volunteer efforts) to the desired objective?

C.

Sound Fundraising and Budgeting Strategy:
Is the campaign budget (especially overhead) reasonable as measured against the proportion
of REALTOR® financial support; the commitment of local Association IMPAC funds; the
attainment of NAR-IMC funding; and the diversity of funding sources already tapped or
pledged?

D.

Prognosis:
What is the likelihood that the campaign or activity will be successful/effective?

E.

C.A.R.'s Political Considerations:
What is the relative importance of a campaign or project when weighed against C.A.R.'s
political alliances, legislative agenda and historical relationships?

F.

Integrity of IMPAC Procedures:
Has the applicant shown respect for IMPAC's procedures, rules and deadlines?

G.

Proactivity:
What is the extent to which the project under consideration represents a proactive "investment"
of IMPAC funds to prevent a battle at the ballot box, to promote a more favorable climate for
affordable housing, or to meet other objectives as laid out in the IMPAC bylaws and by the
IMPAC Trustees?
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Interboard Solicitations
Q: When is it appropriate to conduct an interboard solicitation?
A:

First and foremost, local Associations should access their local IMPAC account to meet
local needs. In addition, State IMPAC is a resource on issues or activities of statewide significance. However, in certain instances, such as issues of regional concern, it may be appropriate for a local Association to conduct an interboard solicitation.

Q: My Local Association wants to conduct an interboard solicitation.
What do we do?
A:

Interboard Solicitations MUST be approved by the IMPAC Trustees. Return the completed form and the request will be reviewed by the state IMPAC Trustees or by the IMPAC
Chairman if between IMPAC meetings. After review by the IMPAC Chairman and/or Trustees, you will be contacted to know if your interboard solicitation has been authorized by
the State IMPAC Trustees.

Once you have been authorized to solicit, you can begin contacting the local associations you
specified in your request. The solicitation to other local boards should include a copy of the interboard solicitation form, a local IMPAC Funding Request Form, and any other relevant material
(e.g., summary of proposed measure, newspaper clippings, description of program, etc.)

Q: Is my Association limited in the number of Associations that can be
solicited for funding?
A:

No. However, the Trustees encourage each local Association to exercise good judgment
before embarking on regional or statewide interboard solicitations.

Q: My Association has received an interboard solicitation from an Association that is not in my region. Should we fund the request?
A:

As always, it is up to your own local IMPAC Trustees to determine, in light of potential demands on your Local IMPAC funds, whether your Association has sufficient revenues or
interest to fund the request.

Q: Is there a limit to the amount of funds that can be raised through an
interboard solicitation?
A:

No. Although there is no set limit on the amount of funds that Associations are allowed to
raise through an interboard solicitation, each Association must indicate on the interboard
solicitation form the following information:
 The amount being solicited from each local association.
 The amount anticipated to be raised through the interboard solicitation (i.e. total fundraising
goal).
 The amount contributed from the Association’s own local IMPAC account.
 The election date or cut-off date upon which the solicitation will end.
Please note that C.A.R. staff will not process local check requests received after the fundraising
goal is met or 30 days after the election/cut-off date (whichever comes first.) In such cases, the
check request will be returned to the granting Association.
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Local Candidate Recommendation
Committee LCRC/IMPAC
Exchange Program
Are you facing a series of tough local elections--the likes of which promise to use all of your
LCRC funds? Could your Local IMPAC benefit from an infusion of funds? Have you ever
wished you could find a way to tap the surplus in one of your PACs in order to strengthen the
other?
The LCRC/IMPAC Exchange Program may be the answer. The LCRC/IMPAC Exchange Program allows you to exchange, dollar-for-dollar, one type of local PAC funds for another
(available to all local Associations who participate in the C.A.R. PAC structure).

How does the program work?
If, for example, your Association is facing some tough city council elections in the coming
year, and would like to be well positioned to make a difference by substantially supporting
several key candidates, it may need more LCRC resources than you currently have in your
account. Of course, one option that always exists is to sponsor a LCRC fundraiser in order to
shore up the LCRC account. You also have another option. Under the LCRC/IMPAC Exchange Program you may exchange a certain portion of your IMPAC funds, for example, for a
like amount of LCRC funds from another local Association.
Some Associations, on the other hand, may find a surplus in their LCRC accounts (especially
if they are located in cities with strict limits on campaign contributions) but are in desperate
need of additional IMPAC funds because of anticipated growth control, rent control, or other
issues. They, too, may exchange some of these surplus LCRC funds to benefit their local IMPAC.

If our Association wants to exchange, what is the process?
C.A.R. maintains a registry of Associations willing to exchange local IMPAC and LCRC funds.
To place your Association on this registry you need to do the following:
(1) Gain approval for the exchange from the appropriate decision-making bodies.
Since both IMPAC and LCRC funds are affected in this process, your LCRC Trustees,
your IMPAC Trustees (if you have them) and your Board of Directors must approve the
exchange.
(2) Send a cover letter by mail or e-mail to C.A.R., addressed to "IMPAC Accounting,"
that announces your request to be placed on the registry, and stipulates the amount
and type of funds you wish to exchange.
(3) Attach to the letter those copies of the minutes of the LCRC Trustees, the IMPAC
Trustees (if appropriate) and the Board of Directors, which authorized the exchange.
(4) Attach the appropriate funding request form (i.e., Local IMPAC or LCRC) that will
release the dollars you wish to exchange.
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Once your request arrives at C.A.R., it will be placed on the registry. All exchanges will be
facilitated by C.A.R. and accommodated on a first-come-first-serve basis. The speed with
which your exchange can be accommodated will depend upon whether there is an available
Association on the registry that is willing to exchange for the funds you need. Therefore, it is
recommended that local Associations act well in advance of elections to maximize their opportunity to exchange funds.

What happens if you need the funds, and there are no Associations on the
registry willing to exchange?
The Trustees recognized that there may be instances when the registry would not be able to
meet the needs of local Associations who were in need of an infusion of local PAC funds. To
this end, the Trustees will authorize the approval of loans of local LCRC or IMPAC funds from
one Association to another. Such loans represent a privately negotiated agreement between
two local Associations and C.A.R.'s role will be limited to facilitation. To ensure that a local
Association does not overextend itself by taking advantage of this policy, loans are authorized
subject to the following caveat: An Association’s outstanding debt may not exceed 100%
of the funds raised for its local PAC during the previous year's Political Survival drive.

What is C.A.R.’s role?
C.A.R.'s role in facilitating loans will be limited to actively monitoring loans to ensure that the
100% loan limit is not exceeded. C.A.R. cannot advise local Associations on the terms of
their loan agreements, or monitor repayment. C.A.R. will merely process the necessary documentation that authorizes the loan. This documentation will include the following:
Lending Association:
(1) Minutes from the Board of Directors meeting that authorizes the loan.
(2) Appropriate form (e.g., LCRC or IMPAC) which authorizes release of funds made
payable to "ABC Association of REALTORS® PAC"
Borrowing Association:
(1) Minutes from the Board of Directors meeting that authorizes the loan arrangement.
(2) Acknowledgement that the Association recognizes it cannot exceed its 100% debt
limit.
Any questions you might have about the exchange program--procedures, policies, strategies-should be directed to Rick Laezman (213) 739-8273, or Allan Atienza (213) 739-8254. This
program should meet the special needs of many local Associations who face unique situations in the area of candidate elections or issue advocacy.
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